WHO WE ARE

OUR MISSION

Kids That Do Good empowers young people to Make a Difference at Any Age.
It is an ever-evolving resource that parents and children can use to get involved
with organizations and causes locally, nationally & across the country. Whether
searching by age, location, or category – visitors can find a way to get involved
and make our world a better place.
*KTDG is a 501 C3 Public Charity. Tax ID#45-5182066

MEET THE
FOUNDERS
Hi, we’re Max and Jake, 16-year-old, Latino twin brothers
from New Jersey. For as long as we can remember, we’ve
been trying to help make the world a better place. We’ve
done everything from donating our birthday gifts, helping
raise money for fire victims, giving computers for kids
libraries, even singing at nursing homes (okay, looking back
that one might have done more harm than good).

The one challenge we kept running into, while trying to help,
was finding charities that allow kids of all ages to participate.
When we realized our friends also felt this way, we decided to
launch KIDS THAT DO GOOD – a place where young people

can find ways to help make an impact and give back to those
in need.
Its really easy and lots of fun!

HOW
IT
WORKS
KTDG is an aggregator of charities from across the nation,
organized by –

•

Age: how old volunteers need to be to help.

•

Category/Interest: to help volunteers find a cause by topic
such as environment or human rights.

•

Religious Affiliation: to help volunteers fund a cause
related to a religious organization.

•

Location: this will help volunteers find a cause that is either
national or local to them.

HOW
IT
WORKS
KTDG also added a teacher section–Since there is
more and more data that kids need to be taught
volunteering early, we have included a new section for

teachers to bring these ideas into the classroom and
provided lessons plans for them.

•

Lesson Plans

•

Tools and Tips

•

Volunteer Opportunities

•

Related Reading

CONTENT
STRATEGY
Content plays a key role in driving marketing efforts for KTDG.
Social Media Content

•

Facebook content leverages on-going causes, articles on .COM, and
video for KTDG and other causes to foster a community of volunteers.
Facebook is also be used in charity outreach.

•

Instagram content consists of visual examples of on-going causes,
showcase KTDG staff volunteer work, and provide inspirational content

Website Content

about making the world a better place.
•
•

•

News articles include updates on where KTDG is featured in the

Twitter is used to let followers know about causes on the site as they

press, what internal KTDG efforts the staff is doing, and various

are added/updated, acting as a ticker version of the site.

updates to the site/membership experience.

LinkedIn is used as another method of listing the site within relevant

•

Blog content consists of various informational and opinion based
articles that will be used to drive potential volunteers to the site.

groups.
•

Causes listings are continuously aggregated expanding from top 80
DMAs to less populated metro areas.

HOW
ARE WE DOING

People Reached
via Social Media
3.18 Million

Page Views Per Visit
3.06 Pages

Average Time on Site
2:02

Total Number of Visitors to the Site
50,032 sessions
38,308 Unique

Number of Visits to Causes
18,233

PRESS
SUPPORT

GIVING BACK

2018
VISION
To become the ULTIMATE connector for young people, their mentors and
their families to find volunteering opportunities.

LET’S DO THIS

